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The lower and upper bounds are found for the leading term of summatory totient function∑
k≤N k
uφv(k) in various ranges of u ∈ R and v ∈ Z.
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1. We study the summatory totient function associated with the Euler function φ(k),
F [kuφv, N ] =
∑
k≤N
kuφv(k) , u ∈ R , v ∈ Z . (1)
The function F [kuφv, N ] has been the subject of intensive study for the last century and is
classically known [2] for u ≤ 0, v = 1. The other results include u = 0, v = −1 [8], v = −u > 0
[4], [3] and references therein, v ≥ 0, u < −v − 1 [6], u = 1, v = −1 [10], [15], u = v = −1 [9],
[17]. The leading and error terms for u = 0, v ∈ Z+, were calculated in [4] and [3], respectively.
An extensive survey on the number-theoretical properties of φ(k) and the leading and error terms
of some summatory functions (1) is presented in [14]. In this article we give the lower and upper
bounds for the leading term of F [kuφv, N ] in various ranges of u, v.
For this purpose put the following notations,
lim
N→∞
F [kuφv, N ]
Nu+v+1
= A(u, v) , lim
N→∞
F [kuφv, N ]
lnN
= B(u, v) , lim
N→∞
F [kuφv, N ] = C(u, v) , (2)
and note that for v = 0 these asymptotics read
A(u, 0) = (u+ 1)−1 , u > −1 ; B(u, 0) = 1 , u = −1 ; C(u, 0) = ζ(−u) , u < −1 .
Here ζ(s) stands for the Riemann zeta function.
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2. Start with auxiliary summatory function F [kuJv , N ] =
∑
k≤N k
uJv(k) which is associated























where µ(d) denotes the Mo¨bius function. The leading term of F [kuJv, N ] can be calculated exactly
in the different ranges u+v > −1, u+v = −1 and u+v < −1. Making worth of standard analytic




































u+ v + 1
=
1
u+ v + 1
1
ζ(v + 1)















































































ζ(−u) , u+ v < −1 . (6)
Hence follow the bounds for A(u, v), B(u, v) and C(u, v) in the case v ∈ Z+.
Lemma 1
For v ∈ Z+ the following asymptotics hold




If u+ v = −1 , then 0 < B(u, v) ≤ 1
ζ(v + 1)
,
If u+ v < −1 , then 0 < C(u, v) ≤ ζ(−u− v)
ζ(−u) ,
where the upper bounds are attained iff v = 1.
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= Jv(k) , v ∈ Z+ , (7)
since (1−xv)/(1−x)v = (1+x+ . . .+xv−1)/(1−x)v−1 ≥ 1 if x < 1. The last inequality becomes
rigorous if and only if v > 1. Combining now (7) with (4), (5) and (6) we arrive at the proof of
Lemma. 
Illustrate Lemma 1 by three known examples taken from [2], p. 71,
A(−α, 1) = 1
(2− α)ζ(2) , α < 2 ; B(−2, 1) =
1
ζ(2)
; C(−α, 1) = ζ(α− 1)
ζ(α)
, α > 2 .

















































where inequality becomes rigorous iff v > 1. The last example is taken from [6],






















, s > 1 .
3. In the case v ∈ Z− we represent the function F [kuφv;N ] as follows,

















> 1 , v ∈ Z− , (9)
and prove Lemma on lower bounds.
Lemma 2
For v ∈ Z− the following asymptotics hold
A(u, v) >
1
u+ v + 1
, u+ v > −1; B(u, v) > 1, u+ v = −1; C(u, v) > ζ(−u− v), u+ v < −1 .
Proof In accordance with definition (2) and inequality (9) calculate the lower bound for different
signs of u+ v + 1,








u+ v + 1
,














= ζ(−u− v) .
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Lemma is proven. 
As for the upper bounds, the problem is much more difficult than in the case of nonnegative v.
There are different ways to find the bounds applying the Tauberian theorem to the corresponding
Dirichlet series or making use of inequalities for arithmetic functions 1. In this article we follow
the refined proof of the Landau theorem [8] given in [5].
Lemma 3
For v ∈ Z− the following asymptotics hold
If u+ v > −1 , then A(u, v) < 2 |v|2 · D∞(v, 1) · (u+ v + 1)−1 ,
If u+ v = −1 , then B(u, v) < 2 |v|2 · D∞(v, 1) ,
If u+ v < −1 , then C(u, v) < 2 |v|2 · D∞(v,−u− v) · ζ(−u− v) ,
where D∞(v, s) =
∏|v|
r=1 ζ (s+ r/2).













































































































1Based on the Tauberian theorem Z. Rudnick [13] gave an elegant proof of convergence of summatory function
F (u, v;N)/ lnN , u+v = −1, and calculated its leading term. As for the 2nd approach, in Section 5 we give another
proof of convergence of summatory function F (u, v;N), u+ v < −1, based on two inequalities for the Euler totient




i=1 ki. Denote by Θ [k
uφv(k), N ] the last sum in (12) and consider it for f(k) = ku
and m = −v, v ∈ Z−,

















Thus, for different signs of u+ v + 1 we have







u+ v + 1
1
Π|v|
, if u+ v > −1 , (13)
















, if u+ v = −1 , (14)










)|u+v| , if u+ v < −1 . (15)
where γ is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. Denote by DN (v, s) the multiple sum
































 . . .

 . (16)
Substitute (13), (14) and (15) into (12) and take in mind (16). Thus, we get
F [kuφv(k);N ] <


DN (v, 1) · (u+ v + 1)−1 ·Nu+v+1 , u > −v − 1 ,
DN (v, 1) · lnN , u = −v − 1 ,
DN (v,−u− v) · ζ(−u− v) , u < −v − 1 .
(17)
Consider the function DN (v, s) and make worth of elementary inequalities for the Mo¨bius function
µ2(k) ≤ 1 and for the Euler function [7]
φ(k) ≥
√
k , if k 6= 2, 6 . (18)
There are two ways how to exploit (18) in order to get the upper bound for DN (v, s). One of
them is to calculate two separate terms for k = 2 and k = 6 in every sum of (16) and to apply
φ(k) ≥ √k to the rest of the terms. This way can provide with very tight bounds, however it
needs a lot of arithmetics and gives cumbersome formulas (see Section 4). More sympathetic is a
way to make (18) less strong but more universal
√
2 · φ(k) ≥
√
k , k ≥ 1 . (19)
This leads to the simple expression of the bounds and is sufficient to prove a convergence of the
5
multiple sum in (16). Indeed, we have




































































































Combining now (20) and (17) and taking the limit N → ∞ in the latter we arrive at the upper
bounds for any value of u+ v + 1. 




, B(0,−1) = ζ(2)ζ(3)
ζ(6)





1 + p−2(p − 1)−1] ≃ 1.3398 and ζ(2)ζ(3)/ζ(6) ≃ 1.9436. All three constants




















4. In this Section we derive the upper bound for DN (v, s) defined in (16) in the case v = −1 and
show that one can improve (20) significantly. Indeed, we have
























Applying inequality (18) to the last sum in (24) we get








































which follows by (20).














































= 1.417 , (26)
6
that is much better then 3.694 and 1.897 found in (23).
However, further evaluation of the upper bounds in the case v < −1 leads to extremely long
and sophisticated formulas which always can be calculated for any given negative integer v.
5. In this Section we give the upper bound for the summatory function
∑
k≤N k
uφv(k), v < 0,
u+ v < −1, making worth of the Robin’s theorem [11] for the divisor function σ(k).
Theorem 1
If v < 0 and u+ v < −1 then
C(u, v) < Em(u, v, η) + e











where η = 2.8651 and








, m ≥ 3 .
Proof Start with known inequality [2]
k2
ζ(2)
< φ(k)σ(k) < k2 , (28)
where σ(k) denotes the divisor function and satisfies the Robin’s theorem [11]
σ(k)
k
< eγ ln ln k +
D
ln ln k
, k ≥ 3 , D = 0.6482 . . . . (29)
Making use of elementary inequalities
0 < ln ln k − ln ln 3 < ln k − ln 3 , k > 3 ,










k ln ln k
<




k ln ln 3
=
ln k + η
k
, (30)











(η + ln k)|v|
k−u−v
= Em(u, v, η) + e




(η + ln k)|v|
k−u−v
, (31)
2There is another similar inequality [12], k/φ(k) < eγ ln ln k + 2.50637/ ln ln k, k ≥ 3, which can be used for
estimation of C(u, v) by the same procedure with a similar precision.
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where m ≥ 3 and Em(u, v, η) is given by
Em(u, v, η) =
m−1∑
k=1
kuφv(k)− eγ|v| ζ |v|(2)
m−1∑
k=1
(η + ln k)|v|
k−u−v
. (32)


















































that proves Theorem. 
In the case u = v = −1 we have by Theorem 1
C(−1,−1) < Em(−1,−1, η) + eγ ζ(2)
(
η ζ(2)− ζ ′(2)) , (34)
where according to [16], seq. A073002, the derivative ζ ′(2) is given by
ζ ′(2) = ζ(2) · (γ + ln(2pi)− 12 lnAGK) = −0.937548 , (35)
and AGK = 1.282427 stands for the Glaisher-Kinkelin constant [16], seq. A074962.




+ 10.064 , (36)
and compare this upper bound with (23) and (26). The numerical calculations show that (36) is
stronger than (23) and (26) for m ≥ 20 and m ≥ 195, respectively.
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